










































Sachivalaya Marg, Bhubaneswar{751005, INDIA
Specic examples of the generalized Raychaudhuri Equations for the evolution of deformations along families of D dimensional
surfaces embedded in a background N dimensional space are discussed. These include (i) two dimensional extremal (catenoid)
and nonextremal (sphere and cylinder) membranes in a three dimensional Euclidean background (ii) two dimensional timelike
hypersurfaces in a three dimensional curved background and (iii) string worldsheets embedded in four dimensional at (Rindler)
and curved (De Sitter) Lorentzian spacetimes. The issue of focussing of families of surfaces is dealt with in some detail within
the context of these examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Raychaudhuri equations for null or timelike
geodesic congruences [1] provide us with a clear picture
of the evolution of deformations along these specic fam-
ilies of curves. Together with the Einstein equations and
an assumption about the nature of matter (in terms of
an Energy Condition [2]) one arrives at the Focussing
theorem which states that timelike/null geodesic congru-
ences tend to get focussed within a nite value of the
ane parameter used in dening these curves [2,3]. The
Focussing theorem along with some other global argu-
ments lead to the famous Singularity Theorems of GR
[2].
In recent times, one has seen the emergence of the
string or membrane viewpoint as the alternative for the
point particle. The motivation for this is to arrive at a
viable theory of quantum gravity as well as a unication
of all forces . At Planck length scales the stringy nature
of the point particle is believed to remove the problem
of renormalizability of gravity and solve the singularity
problem of GR .
If one accepts the string or membrane viewpoint then
one should be able to write down the corresponding gen-
eralized Raychaudhuri equations for timelike/null world-
sheet congruences and arrive at similar focussing and sin-
gularity theorems in Classical String theory. Very re-
cently, Capovilla and Guven [4] have written down the
generalized Raychaudhuri equations for timelike world-
sheet congruences. In this paper, we construct explicit
examples of these rather complicated set of equations by
specializing to certain simple extremal and nonextremal
families of surfaces. Our principal aim is to extract some
information regarding focussing of families of surfaces in
a way similar to the results for geodesic congruences in
GR.
Sec. II of the paper contains a brief review of the
generalized Raychaudhuri equations a la Capovilla and
Guven.
In the third section of the paper we shall deal with
the case of hypersurfaces(i.e. N   1 dimensional sur-
faces embedded in a N dimensional background). We
begin by writing down the full set of generalized Ray-
chaudhuri equations for these objects and then move on
to a discussion of three sets of special cases. The rst
of these include extremal membranes (extremality w.r.t
the Nambu{Goto action) in a three dimensional at Eu-
clidean background { more specically minimal hyper-
surfaces such as the catenoid. The second set include
non{extremal hypersurfaces such as the sphere and the
cylinder both of which have constant extrinsic curvature.
Finally, we discuss the case of extremal timelike hyper-
surfaces (two dimensional) in a curved Lorentzian back-
ground (a wormhole metric in 2 + 1 dimensions).
Sec. III contains the case of extremal string world-
sheets in at and curved backgrounds. After a general
treatment of the generalized Raychaudhuri equations in
string theory we move on to specic cases. Using the
well{known string congurations in Rindler spacetime
we analyse the resulting Raychaudhuri equation. For De
Sitter spacetime we are able to make some general com-
ments primarily because of certain specic properties of
the spacetime itself.
The nal section of the paper contains a summary and
remarks on future directions.
II. FORMALISM
This section reviews the recent work of Capovilla and
Guven[4] which deals with a generalisation of the Ray-
chaudhuri Equations for D dimensional surfaces embed-
ded in an N dimensional background.
We dene aD dimensional surface in an N dimensional









are the coordinates on the surface and x

are the ones







) consisting of D tangents and
N D normals we can write down the Gauss{Weingarten
equations using the usual denitions of extrinsic curva-
ture, twist potential and the worldsheet Ricci rotation
coecients.
In order to analyse deformations normal to the world-
sheet we need to consider the normal gradients of the
spacetime basis set. The corresponding analogs of the





































being the usual spacetime
























































The full set of equations governing the evolution of de-








































































































































)   (a! b)
(9)
One can further split J
aij
into its symmetric trace-
















) and obtain the evolution equations for each
of these quantities. The one we shall be concerned with































































is zero. One can check this by looking









[4]. For geodesic curves the usual




= 0, the J
aij
are related to their spacetime counter-
parts J
a

















or  basically tell us how the spacetime basis
vectors change along the normal directions as we move
along the surface. If 
a
diverges somewhere , it induces
a divergence in J
aij
, which, in turn means that the gra-
dients of the spacetime basis along the normals have a
discontinuity. Thus the family of worldsheets meet along
a curve and a cusp/kink is formed. This, we claim,
is a focussing eect for extremal surfaces analogous to
geodesic focussing in GR where families of geodesics fo-
cus at apoint if certain specic conditions on the matter
stress energy are obeyed.
We now move on to the discussion of the special cases.
III. HYPERSURFACES
The special case of hypersurfaces is probably the sim-
plest nontrivial one. Here we have D quantities J
a
but
only one normal dened at each point on the surface.
































































For a two{dimensional hypersurface in three{
dimensional at background the task is even simpler. M
2
can be shown to be equal to the Ricci scalar of the mem-
brane's induced metric (this can be seen by applying ap-
propriate contractions to the Gauss{Codazzi equations).











mal factor of the induced worldsheet metric written in
isothermal coordinates and 
M
is the D'Alembertian in
Minkowski space or the Laplacian in a two dimensional
at Euclidean space.
Let us now turn to the case of an extremal membranes.
A. Catenoidal Membrane











The embedding of a two dimensional surface in this
three dimensional background is specied by three func-
tions x(u; v), y(u; v) and z(u; v) where u and v are the
coordinates on the surface (worldsheet).
2
For the catenoid we have:
x(u; v) = b
0
sinhu cos v ; y(u; v) = b
0
sinhu sin v
; z(u; v) = b
0
v (16)





























which is convenient for calculating the
extrinsic curvature The tangent vectors and the normal























































































. For the embedding under

















With the above expressions we can now straightaway
write down the Raychaudhuri equations. In this case we






































F = 0 (23)
We can now separate variables using F (u; v) =
U (u)V (v) and obtain two independent equations for U (u)
























U = 0 (25)
The second of these is the well{known Poschl{Teller
equation which occurs in quantum mechanics [5]. We
now write down the solutions to these equations and ob-





expansions will tell us about the nature of the deforma-
tions of the catenoidal membrane.
The solutions to the equation for V (v) (for ! 6= 0) are
simple:
V (v) = sin!v or cos !v (26)
Now since v is an angle coordinate we must have V (v+
2) = V (v) which implies !
n
= n where n is integral
(n 6= 0). For n = 0 one can easily check that V (v) =
constant is the only possible solution (this is once again
because v is an angle coordinate). We shall now have to
use this input in the equation for U in order to obtain
the relevant solutions.
Before we do that let us evaluate J
v
. From the relation



















Thus depending on which of the solutions V (v) we
choose, we get a separate expression for J
v
.
V (v) = sinnv : J
v
= n cot nv (28)
V (v) = cosnv : J
v
=  n tannv (29)
(30)
Thus focussing in the angular direction can occur at







At these points the families of u = constant closed curves
meet.
Now we move over to the solutions of the U equation
which are of course much more nontrivial. First let us
rewrite the U equation in a dierent form by introduc-






. This results in a rst order



















This equation is similar to the Raychaudhuri equation
in GR. Thus, if the R.H.S is negative then we can get
focussing. For n = 0 there seems to be no problem with
focussing whereas for n = 1 focussing is possible only
within a nite region of u (as the R.H.S. is negative only
in that domain. For all n  2 one does not get any
focussing (the R.H.S is positive for all u).
The solutions to the Poschl{Teller equations can be ob-
tained in terms of Hypergeometric Functions [5]. Since,
in this case we are interested in the Poschl{Teller equa-
tion only as a dierential equation and not as a poten-
tial problem in quantummechanics we shall be concerned
with solutions which are nite everywhere as well as those
3
which diverge at specic values of the independent vari-
able.








(u) = F [ 1; 2; 1;
1
2











n = 0 : Second Solution
U
2













n = 1 : First Solution
U
1




=   tanhu (37)











1 + cosh 2u
u+ sinhu coshu
(39)
It is worthwhile to point out that the second solutions
have been obtained in both cases by solving the nonlinear
rst order equation involving J
u
(Riccati equation). We
have used the well known fact that if one solution of
a Riccati equation is known, one can derive a second
solution by writing it as a sum of the known one and
an unknown function. (The dierential equation in the
unknown function reduces to a Bernoulli equation). Thus
obtaining J
u
we integrate to get U (u).
What do the J
u
obtained above imply? For n = 0 both
the solutions have the property that at u = 0 J
u
! 1
from below (i.e. u negative) and J
u
! 1 from above.
Thus u = 0 is a focal curve( a circle in this case). Ad-
ditionally, the second solution has the intriguing feature
that at two symmetrically placed points (which are solu-
tions to the transcendental equation u = cothu), J
u
has
exactly similar behaviour. These are focal curves too. In
the n = 1 case however one of the solutions (the rst one)
does not lead to any focussing at all{ we get an almost
parallel family of surfaces. The other solution for n = 1
indicates focussing only at u = 0 and nowhere else. If
one is inclined to consider a membrane of nite extent
(such as a soap lm formed between coaxial rings placed
a certain distance apart [6]) then one needs to have J
a
diverging at a nite value of u. This seems possible only
for the second solution for n = 0.
Another extremal two{dimensional surface (embedded
in three dimensional Euclidean space) is the helicoid. In-
terestingly there exists a local isometry of the helicoid




are the coordinates on






Thus, one can essentially use the same pair of dieren-
tial equations for u and v given above for the catenoid.
However there is one striking dierence. For the helicoid
v
1





are 0 < u
1
< 1 and  1 < v
1
1. Therefore, we do
not have a restriction on the allowed values on !
2
aris-
ing solely from the equation for v
1
. The equation for the
u
1






interested in focussing eects.
B. Nonextremal Membranes
1. Spherical Membrane
It seems obvious that when we are considering non{
extremal congurations we have to work with Eqn(6).
However the constancy of the components ofK
ab
leads to
a simplication. We note that we can still work with the
traced equation straightaway and obtain the necessary
results. Since the embedding and the induced metric of
the sphere is too well{known we need not write them















The generalised Raychaudhuri equations for the func-
tion F = exp  with the separation of variables F =























 = 0 (43)
One can convert the Eqn (41) into a more useful form





























A = 0 (44)
The existence of zeros of the solutions of the above
equations imply focussing. From the theorems quoted in
4
[7] one can show that if the quantity in square brackets
in (44) is positive and continuous everywhere then there









The solutions to these equations are for also well{





(with m integral (m 6= 0). For m = 0 the 
equation has a constant solution. By the argument in the
previous paragraph one can say that the allowed values
of m for which focussing would be possible along both 
and  directions are m = 1; 2 only. The solutions to the
 equation are the Associated Legendre Polynomials of






(with l = 1)).
The  equation is solved by the functions e
im
or its
linear combinations (sines and cosines).
2. Cylindrical Membrane
Once again we begin with the expressions for the com-














The generalised Raychaudhuri equations reduce to

















 = 0 (47)







Therefore for m  1 we end up with damped or growing
modes and no focussing is possible. For m  1 we have
only two possibilities . With m = 0 the  equation has a
constant solution and the Z equation has an oscillatory
one given by e
i
. On the other hand, if m = 1 the 
equation has an oscillatory solution and the Z equation
has a linear one. Therefore, in the former case, focussing
can occur only in the z direction whereas in the latter
situation it can take place along both z and  directions.
For allm > 1 focussing is possible only in the  direction.
C. Hypersurfaces in a 2 + 1 Curved Background
Till now we have been exclusively concerned with 2D
hypersurfaces in 3D Euclidean space. We now give
a very simple example involving a curved Lorentzian
background(2 + 1 dimensional). The metric we choose



















A string conguration in this background can be eas-
ily found by solving the geodesic equations in the 2D
spacelike hypersurface [8]. This turns out to be
t =  ; l =  ;  = 
0
(49)




 (1; 0; 0) ; E















The extrinsic curvature tensor components are all zero
as the induced metric is at. Using the Riemann ten-
sor components (which can be evaluated simply using
the standard formula) we can write down the generalised



























F = 0 (51)
A separation of variables F = T ( )() will result in
two equations{one of which is the usual Harmonic Oscil-























 = 0 (52)
The above equation can be recast into the one for Ra-











































The general equation for Radial Oblate Spheroidal









































equation for our case. The solutions are nite at innity
and behave like simple sine/cosine waves in the variable
. Consulting the tables in [10] we conclude that only
for n = 0; 1 we can have 
0n
to be negative. In general,
the scattering problem for the Schroedinger{like equation
has been analysed numerically in [11].
As regards focussing, one can say from the dierential
equations and the theorems stated in [7] that the func-
tion 
0








the series representations (see [10]) of the Radial Oblate
Spheroidal Functions we can exactly locate the zeros and
obtain explicitly the focal curves. However, we shall not
attempt such a task here.
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IV. STRING WORLDSHEETS
Two dimensional timelike surfaces embedded in a four
dimensional background are the objects of discussion in
this section. We begin by writing down the generalised





































is the conformal factor of the induced metric
written in isothermal coordinates. Notice that the above
equation is a second{order, linear, hyperbolic dieren-
tial equation. The easiest way to analyse the solutions
of this equation with respect to focussing is to assume
























F (; ) = F
1
( ) + F
2
() (57)
With these we can now rewrite the partial dierential





























Therefore using the well{known theorems on the ex-
istence of zeros of ordinary dierential equations [7] we
conclude that focussing along the  and  directions can





















equal to zero. Thus, focussing will entirely
depend on the sign of the quantity M
2
2




































is the Weyl conformal tensor.
One can notice the following features from the above
expression:
(i) If the background spacetime is a vacuum solution



















If, furthermore, the spacetime is conformally at we have
2
R  0 as the requirement.
(ii) If the background spacetime is a solution of the
Einstein equations then we can replace the second and




ing ones involving the Energy Momentum tensor T

and





































The rst term in the above expression looks like an En-
ergy Condition although it is infact very dierent because
of the presence of the scalar curvature of the worldsheet





Let us now try to understand the consequences of the
above equations for certain specic at and curved back-
grounds for which the string solutions are known.
A. Rindler Spacetime

















We recall from [8] the a string solution in a Rindler
spacetime:


















and b is an integration constant. The
orthonormal set of tangents and normals to the world-































In the worldsheet coordinates ; 
c
the induced met-
ric is at and the components of the extrinsic curvature


























which is dependent only on the
extrinsic curvature of the worldsheet (the background















Therefore the generalized Raychaudhuri equation





















F = 0 (69)
Separating variables (F = T ( )() ) one gets the
harmonic oscillator equation for T and the Poschl Teller
equation for positive eigenvalues for . The conclu-
sions for focussing would be similar to the case of the
catenoidal membrane discussed earlier in this article.
B. De Sitter Spacetime

























Since De Sitter spacetime is an Einstein space we have





















Therefore a little bit of calculation will reveal that
the Raychaudhuri equation for all string congurations






















F = 0 (72)
Focussing in this case thus depends only on the Ricci




metric. One can write down the solutions of the above
equation for the various string congurations in DeSitter
space mentioned in [8]. This is simple enough and we
shall refrain from writing them out explicitly.
Some other examples have been constructed in [9].
These involve the case of a 3 + 1 dimensional Lorentzian
wormhole geometry as the background.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The basic aim of this paper has been to obtain explicit
examples of the generalised Raychaudhuri equations de-
rived in [4]. To this end we have discussed two specic
cases{that of hypersurfaces and string worldsheets. In
the former one the full set of equations simplify consid-
erably. We have explicitly solved them for the cases of
extremal and nonextremal 2D membranes in a at Eu-
clidean background, an extremal 2D timelike membrane
in a curved Lorentzian background and string world-
sheets embedded in at and curved Lorentzian back-
grounds.
In all the cases discussed here the relevant dierential
equations are exactly solvable. The solutions reveal that
families of surfaces always seem to meet along curves.
This is the surface analog of the focussing eect derived
for timelike or null geodesic congruences.
In the case of strings we have been able to reduce the
generalised Raychaudhuri equation to a form reminiscent
of the one for geodesic congruences by assuming that
the background spacetime satises the Einstein equations
with a specic form of matter. Any assumption of an En-
ergy Condition for the background spacetime does not
seem to lead to focussing eects. The presence of the
worldsheet Ricci scalar and certain other terms involving
the Weyl tensor and the Ricci tensor makes it a compli-
cated combination from which we cannot easily conclude
generally about focussing eects with just a simple as-
sumption about matter (like in GR).
Infact, it is not completely clear what role the extrinsic





term plays as regards worldsheet
focussing. Moreover, if one wishes to conclude about the
existence/nonexistence of spacetime singularities one has
to frame the notions of worldsheet completeness in anal-
ogy with geodesic completeness and relate the idea of
worldsheet incompleteness with the presence of a singu-
larity in the background spacetime.
This, indeed is a fairly dicult problem (infact it
does'nt even have a clear formulation). However, a solu-
tion of such a problem would actually tell us whether a
string description as an alternative to the point particle
can actually lead to the presence/absence of spacetime
singularities. From the fact that focussing is present in
almost all the cases under discussion here it seems that
singularities will indeed be present. In such a case one
has to understand how quantum string theory can save
us from the presence of black holes and the big{bang.
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